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2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Legitimacy and its online expression 
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2.2. From traditional media to social media: building legitimacy in a “hybrid media 
system”  
2.3. Approaching the concept of media legitimacy  
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3. Methodology 
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Figure 1. Methodological design 
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4. Results 
4.1 The presence of four types of legitimacy  
Table 1. Presence of four types of legitimacy in the organization and the media  
Source: own elaboration  
Procedural Consequential Structural Personal
 Online organization 93,8% (1.950) 2,4% (49) 3,2% (67) 0,6% (12)
Offline organization 91,4% (363) 8,6% (34) 0% (0) 0% (0)
Online media 79,8% (99) 9,7% (12) 0% (0) 10,5% (13)
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4.2 The attributes in the legitimacy judgments 
Table 2. Attributes of the legitimacy judgement 
 
           Attributes Online organization Offline organization Online media Offline media 
Trust 0% (1) 0.8% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 
Transparency 0,7% (15 ) 1,3% (5) 0% (0) 0% (0) 
Attitude about explaining decisions 1,4% (31) 17,4% (69) 22,8% (28) 15% (40) 
Respectfulness with procedural  
requirement 34,9% (754) 22,2% (96) 11,4% (14) 19,5% (52) 
According to law 0% (1) 1,8% (7) 0,8% (1) 4,5% (12) 
Efficacy or efficiency 58,6% (1.266) 53,7% (213) 60,2% (74) 50,9% (136) 
Responsability 0,1% (3) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0,4% (1) 
Commitment 0,1% (2) 0,3% (1) 0% (0) 0,7% (2) 
Sympathy or Empathy 0,2% (4) 0% (0) 0,8% (1) 3% (8) 
Comunication skills 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0,4% (1) 
Corruption 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0,4% (1) 
Closeness 3,7% (79) 0,3% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 
Popularity 0% (1) 0% (0) 1,6% (2) 1,5% (4) 
History of organization 0,1% (2) 0% (0) 1,6% (2) 3,7% (10) 
Ejemplarity 0% (0) 0,5% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) 
Leadership 0% (0) 0% (0) 0,8% (1) 0% (0) 
N= 2.946          
Chi-square= 0,000 
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4.3 Predominant tone of legitimacy 
Table 3. Predominant tone of the legitimacy judgments 
Positive Negative Neutral
Online organization 4,5% (99) 0% (0) 95,5% (2.079)
Offline organization 9,1% (36) 0% (0) 90,9% (361)
Online media 7,3% (9) 42,7% (53) 50% (62)
Offline media 16,1% (44) 51,8% (142) 32,1% (88)
Actors
Tone of judgement
N= 2.973                 
Chi-square= 0,000
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Table 4. Predominant tone of judgment in the organization and media judgments by types of 
legitimacy 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
Procedural Consequential Structural Personal
Positive 1,8% (36) 42,9% (21) 0% (0) 33,3% (4)
Negative 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0)
Neutral 98,2% (1.912) 57,1% (28) 100% (67) 67,7% (8)
Positive 6,1% (22) 41,2% (14) 0% (0) 0% (0)
Negative 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0) 0% (0)
Neutral 93,9% (355) 58,8% (29) 0% (0) 0% (0)
Positive 6,2% (6) 8,3% (1) 0% (0) 15,4% (2)
Negative 43,3% (42) 33,3%(4) 0% (0) 46,2% (5)
Neutral 50,5% (49) 58,3% (7) 0% (0) 38,5% (5)
Positive 15,2% (21) 16,7% (16) 0% (0) 18,2% (6)
Negative 50,7% (70) 57,3% (55) 100% (1) 36,4% (12)










Actors Tone of judgement
Type of legitimacy
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